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In Latin America's largest country, journalists, legislators, courts, street gangs, and political
factions are waging a back-and-forth war over the status of the freedom of the press. Brazil has
experienced a recent spate of threats and violence against journalists, including the slaying of
seven journalists in the first half of 2012 alone.[1]

In terms of the freedom of the press, one human rights organization places Brazil 91st of 197
countries in the world, and 21st of 35 countries in the Americas.[2]

While Brazil is not yet the worst setting for the independent press, current trends suggest that its
press freedoms will be increasingly challenged in the months and years to come.

Brazilian journalists are facing disheartening violence and censorship from a variety of sources.
Some of these attacks are gang-related, such as on August 30, when drug traffickers fired at a
TV news van in an effort to assert their dominance over a neighborhood in Salvador, the capital
of the Brazilian state of Bahia.[3]

Other violations against the free press have come from the army. Last year, military units
ordered reporters to stop filming as they cracked down on delinquency in the impoverished
favelas surrounding Rio de Janeiro in preparation for the upcoming World Cup and Olympics.[4]

In many cases, censorship is politically motivated. For example, in the run-up to Brazil's
municipal elections on October 8 and 28, reporters investigating political corruption have been
frequently threatened with physical violence. On September 4 and 5, supporters of a mayoral
candidate bought and destroyed every single newspaper that accused the candidate of buying
votes.[5]
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Soon after, on September 13, a radio station known to be opposed to an incumbent mayor was
bombed in the middle of the night, effectively taking the station off of the air.[6] In a disturbing
scene on September 24, the speaker at a mayoral campaign rally incited a mob to savagely kick
and beat a reporter from Record News.[7]

When Dilma Rousseff was elected as President in 2010, she promised that her government
would guarantee freedom of expression in Brazil. This assurance did not carry much weight at
the time given her party's frequent attacks on media personnel during the campaign.

The Worker's Party (PT), including Rousseff's predecessor Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, repeatedly
accused the media of acting as an opposition force by bringing forth false corruption scandals at
strategic moments.

In her acceptance speech, Rousseff said "I don't deny that sometimes [the media] spread things
that left me sad... But we are lovers of freedom."[8] President Rousseff, like a number of her
predecessors, has done little to combat violence against journalists.

A key indicator of Rousseff's skepticism toward protection of the press was Brazil's initial
objection to the U.N. Inter-Agency Plan of Action for the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of
Impunity in March, 2012.[9] Thankfully, the Brazilian government changed its position and
supported the plan after loud protests by local and international press freedom groups, but its
priorities still remain questionable.

An analysis of key court cases in Brazil reveals an inconsistency between the Supreme Court's
theoretical support of press freedom and its tolerance of censorship in individual cases.

Brazil's 1988 Constitution supposedly protects the freedom of the press, with reasonable
caveats regarding libel, slander, and privacy.[10] For the most part, the Supreme Court has
faithfully upheld the Constitution.

In 2009, it repealed a 1967 Press Law which had allowed censorship, and in 2010, it reversed a
1999 law which had criminalized the mockery of politicians during election periods.[11]
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However, while these rulings are commendable, they have not changed the general acceptance
of censorship within the court system as a whole. Lower courts and electoral tribunals have
continued to rule against journalists in defamation suits in order to prevent them from publishing
critical reports.

In a prominent 2009 case, the Federal District Court of Justice in Brasília prohibited a daily
newspaper from publishing a story that uncovered a corruption scandal involving the son of
former President José Sarney.[12] Every time an election season rolls around, a new series of
defamation cases wind their way through the courts as a way to bury scandalous journalist
accounts.

Within the last few years, the Internet has become a new arena for the censorship debate. In
early September, the website "Jornal Oeste" was forbidden from publishing articles about an
election in Cáceres because the Election Court considered it to be biased; additionally, a
blogger preaching popular checks on public administration claimed that the mayor of Curitiba
filed a lawsuit against his website in an attempt to shut it down.[13]

According to a recent report by Google, it received 194 Content Removal Requests from the
Brazilian government in the second half of 2011, among the highest number of requests per
country in the world.[14]

Legislation regulating online content in Brazil has never been passed, but two bills are in
discussion: one that infringes upon Internet freedom and one that promotes it. First, Bill 84/99,
sponsored by Representative Eduardo Azeredo, would criminalize common Internet activities
such as file-sharing, peer-to-peer communications, and the fair use of copyrighted works.[15]

Critics are worried that the government would use the new law to restrict Internet openness and
to censor outspoken political commentators. The proposed law has been circulating in the
Brazilian legislature for the past several years, but it has thankfully not yet been approved.

In a democracy, a civil code defining an Internet bill of rights should precede a criminal code like
Bill 84/99. Some legislators have realized this and wish to protect, rather than restrict, the
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Internet news media. A proposed Internet civil code, known as the Marco Civil da Internet, was
written in a collaborative effort between lawmakers, academic scholars, civil society groups, and
Internet users.[16]

According to Global Voices Advocacy, a free speech group, the Marco Civil "establishes a clear
set of rights and responsibilities for users, sets strong net neutrality principles, and shields
Internet intermediaries from liability for illegal content posted by users."[17]

A strong civil code would ensure the protection of freedom of expression and the press for
Brazil's Internet. However, the passage of the Marco Civil is not a guarantee. Brazil's Congress
was supposed to vote on the civil code on September 19, but it has postponed its decision for
the third time since June.[18]

In 2009, the Supreme Court of Brazil overturned a law that required all journalists to have a
journalism degree, a ruling consistent with the tenets of the American Convention on Human
Rights.[19] However, supporters of the law are attempting to circumvent the Supreme Court by
passing a constitutional amendment that reinstates the journalism degree requirement.

The Senate approved the amendment on August 7, and it is now being considered by the
Chamber of Deputies, with the potential to be sent back to the Senate if it is reworded.[20]

The imposition of the degree requirement is interpreted as an attack on the free press by The
Inter American Press Association.[21] The degree requirement could serve to further
homogenize the news by systematically cutting out all reporters who are outside of the
monolithic media structure.

Despite these dangers, there is significant support for the degree requirement, even among
journalists. In fact, Brazil's National Federation of Journalists is one of its biggest advocates.[22]
They feel that limiting the press corps to professional journalists will ensure a higher quality of
news coverage.

Of course, it's not surprising that already-established journalists want to protect their positions
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by ensuring that everyone must go through the same training that they did. The Senate's 60 to 4
approval leads one to believe that an amendment will eventually pass. If it does, it could be a
major setback for the openness and variance of Brazilian journalism.

The recent increase in acts of censorship of and violence against journalists in Brazil
underscores a disturbing trend of government apathy.

While Brazilian journalists are being threatened, beaten, and even killed, Brazil's leaders offer
their condolences but do little to rectify the problem, sometimes even contributing to it.

In more than 70 percent of the murders of journalists in Brazil in the past 20 years, the killer
walked away without a jail sentence.[23]

This troubling level of impunity could lead to self-censorship by frightened reporters, and
demonstrates just how little has been done to protect journalists.

Brazil's press is still relatively free, especially compared to some of its neighbors, but Brazilian
supporters of press freedom should definitely begin sounding the alarm.
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